It’s time to re-think relaxation &
sleep quality
Introducing Zylaria™, a unique product of Xylaria
nigripes containing abundant levels of gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA) to promote relaxation
and normal sleep quality*

TRANQUIL, QUALITY SLEEP
When night approaches, the body and mind should
naturally unwind and be aware that it’s time for rest;
however, for many individuals, this doesn’t happen for a
number of reasons. The body needs an essential amino
acid called gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in order for
the brain to communicate specific signals throughout
the body.
Zylaria™ replenishes the brain with this essential amino
acid and phytonutrients to support normal healthy brain
functions due to the fungi’s sedative-like qualities. This
unique fungus belongs to a specific subgenus of Xylaria
that is exclusively found deep within the nest of the
Odontotermes formosanus termite.

Discover the Innovation of Calm
& Better Sleep
Consumers are looking for efficacious products that
they can rely on. Today’s consumer wants to be able to
relax and wind down at the end of the day — resulting
in quality sleep. Zylaria™ is here to support that desire.

PROMOTES RELAXATION
Experience a winding down, calming
effect to prepare your body for rest

ELEVATES MOOD
Increase sense of well-being, energy,
and vitality

BENEFITS SLEEP LATENCY
& QUALITY
NUTRIENTDENSE

NON-HABIT
FORMING

NATURAL

For more information call 909-594-3188 or visit us at nulivscience.com

The uptake of GABA to specific brain
cell receptors exerts a tranquilizing
effect on the central nervous system

The Path to Peaceful Sleep
Zylaria™ can be applied in a variety of products such as:
•
•
•

Sleep Formulas
Anxiety & Stress Formulas
General Wellness Formulas

Clinical Performance
Zylaria™ is shown to promote a calm,
tranquilizing effect and better sleep
quality.

Effect of Zylaria™ on the brain, indicated by GABA and Glutamic
Dyhrogenase uptake in mice.
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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Effect of Zylaria™ on the brain, indicated by
Dementia, Anxiety, and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
uptake in mice.
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Effect of Zylaria™ on the brain, indicated by lowering
brain wave activity that leads to improved quality of
sleep.

